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These fittings are designed for hot tap tie-ins 

eliminating the need to leave a valve on the 

connection. Common applications include farm 

taps, customer service lines, gauge points, 

regulator sense lines, and fuel gas lines.

Fittings are available in three sizes:

1, 1.25, and 2-inch (DN25, DN32, and DN50).

Description

TopSTOPPTM & ValveSTOPPTM Fittings

TopSTOPP Fitting ValveSTOPP Fitting

TDW’s new TopSTOPP™ and ValveSTOPP 

fittings are used as branching fittings, typically 

off larger main lines but can be used on 

size-on-size applications as well, depending on 

the size. The fitting body is similar to the 3-

WAY™ TOR fitting however the internal parts are 

much different. These fittings have integral plugs 

inside the fitting body that can be used to isolate 

the branch connection of the fitting. 

     The TopStopp fitting comes with a driver and 

a key that allows the operator to open or close the 

branch outlet from the surface of the ground, 

eliminated the need for excavation. 

    The ValveStopp fitting has the same internal 

plug and has the same application but requires the 

operator to actuate the outlet plug by accessing 

the top of the completion cap on the fitting. 

These fittings can be used with a T-101 or 

TD-1XX Drilling Machine. 

     If tapping a 1- or 1.25-inch fitting a valve-to-

fitting adapter, PN 12392662, is necessary and 

for a 2-inch application, PN 12392663, is used.

     Fittings and associated products are shipped 

rapidly to meet customer needs. Contact your 

local TDW representative for pricing and 

availability. 

Features



Dimensions and Part Numbers
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Size 

Inches DN Part Number 

  2392739

  93740 

 12392738 

ValveSTOPP Fittings
Size 

Inches DN Part Number 

  2736

  2737 

 12392735 

Spare Parts
Description Part Number 

ValveStopp Cap

ValveStopp Cap

TopStopp Cap

TopStopp Cap 

TopStopp Driver

TopStopp Key

TopStopp Set Screw

12392581 

12392582 

12392579 

12392580 

12392593 

12392818 

12394386 

Size (inches) 

1 and 1.25 

2 

1 and 1.25 

2 
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